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digital logic design second edition provides a basic understanding
of digital logic design with emphasis on the two alternative
methods of design available to the digital engineer this book
describes the digital design techniques which have become
increasingly important organized into 14 chapters this edition
begins with an overview of the essential laws of boolean algebra k
map plotting techniques as well as the simplification of boolean
functions this text then presents the properties and develops the
characteristic equations of a number of various types of flip flop
other chapters consider the design of synchronous and
asynchronous counters using either discrete flip flops or shift
registers this book discusses as well the design and
implementation of event driven logic circuits using the nand
sequential equation the final chapter deals with simple coding
techniques and the principles of error detection and correction
this book is a valuable resource for undergraduate students
digital engineers and scientists fundamentals of digital logic with
vhdl design teaches the basic design techniques for logic circuits
the text ptovides a clear and easily understandable discussion of
logic circuit design without the use of unnecessary formalism it
emphasizes the synthesis of circuits and explains how circuits are
implemented in real chips fundamental concepts are illustrated by
using small examples which are easy to understand then a
modular approach is used to show how larger circuits are
designed vhdl is a complex language so it is introduced gradually
in the book each vhdl feature is presented as it becomes
pertinent for the circuits being discussed while it includes a
discussion of vhdl the book provides thorough coverage of the
fundamental concepts of logic circuit design independent of the
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use of vhdl and cad tools a cd rom containg all of the vhdl design
examples used in the book as well altera s quartus ii cad software
is included free with every text this textbook based on the
authors fifteen years of teaching is a complete teaching tool for
turning students into logic designers in one semester each
chapter describes new concepts giving extensive applications and
examples assuming no prior knowledge of discrete mathematics
the authors introduce all background in propositional logic
asymptotics graphs hardware and electronics important features
of the presentation are all material is presented in full detail every
designed circuit is formally specified and implemented the
correctness of the implementation is proved and the cost and
delay are analyzed algorithmic solutions are offered for logical
simulation computation of propagation delay and minimum clock
period connections are drawn from the physical analog world to
the digital abstraction the language of graphs is used to describe
formulas and circuits hundreds of figures examples and exercises
enhance understanding the extensive website eng tau ac il guy
even medina includes teaching slides links to logisim and a dlx
assembly simulator fundamentals of digital logic with vhdl design
teaches the basic design techniques for logic circuits it
emphasises the synthesis of circuits and explains how circuits are
implemented in real chips fundamental concepts are illustrated by
using small examples which are easy to understand the third
edition of digital logic techniques provides a clear and
comprehensive treatment of the representation of data
operations on data combinational logic design sequential logic
computer architecture and practical digital circuits a wealth of
exercises and worked examples in each chapter give students
valuable experience in applying the concepts and techniques
discussed beginning with an objective comparison between
analogue and digital representation of data the author presents
the boolean algebra framework for digital electronics develops
combinational logic design from first principles and presents
cellular logic as an alternative structure more relevant than
canonical forms to vlsi implementation he then addresses
sequential logic design and develops a strategy for designing
finite state machines giving students a solid foundation for more
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advanced studies in automata theory the second half of the book
focuses on the digital system as an entity here the author
examines the implementation of logic systems in programmable
hardware outlines the specification of a system explores
arithmetic processors and elucidates fault diagnosis the final
chapter examines the electrical properties of logic components
compares the different logic families and highlights the problems
that can arise in constructing practical hardware systems digital
logic fundamentals of digital logic with vhdl design teaches the
basic design techniques for logic circuits it emphasizes the
synthesis of circuits and explains how circuits are implemented in
real chips fundamental concepts are illustrated by using small
examples which are easy to understand then a modular approach
is used to show how larger circuits are designed vhdl is used to
demonstrate how the basic building blocks and larger systems are
defined in a hardware description language producing designs
that can be implemented with modern cad tools the book
emphasizes the concepts that should be covered in an
introductory course on logic design focusing on logic functions
gates and rules of boolean algebra circuit synthesis and
optimization techniques number representation and arithmetic
circuits combinational circuit building blocks such as multiplexers
decoders encoders and code converters sequential circuit building
blocks such as flip flops registers and counters design of
synchronous sequential circuits use of the basic building blocks in
designing larger systems it also includes chapters that deal with
important but more advanced topics design of asynchronous
sequential circuits testing of logic circuits for students who have
had no exposure to basic electronics but are interested in learning
a few key concepts there is a chapter that presents the most
basic aspects of electronic implementation of digital circuits major
changes in the second edition of the book include new examples
to clarify the presentation of fundamental concepts over 50 new
examples of solved problems provided at the end of chapters
nand and nor gates now introduced in chapter 2 more complete
discussion of techniques for minimization of logic functions in
chapter 4 including the tabular method a new chapter explaining
the cad flow for synthesis of logic circuits altera s quartus ii cad
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software provided on a cd rom three appendices that give
tutorials on the use of quartus ii software fundamentals of digital
logic with verilog design is intended for an introductory course in
digital logic design which is a basic course in most electrical and
computer engineering programs the authors provide a desirable
balance between classical and modern design approaches basic
concepts are introduced using simple logic circuits which are
designed by using both manual techniques and modern cad tool
based methods having established the fundamental concepts
more complex realistic circuits are then designed with the cad
tools the verilog language is an integral part of design techniques
used throughout the book altera s advanced max plus ii cad
systmem on cd rom and a series of step by step tutorials are
included the book provides a bottom up approach to
understanding how a computer works and how to use computing
to solve real world problems it covers the basics of digital logic
through the lens of computer organization and programming the
reader should be able to design his or her own computer from the
ground up at the end of the book logic simulation with verilog is
used throughout assembly languages are introduced and
discussed and the fundamentals of computer architecture and
embedded systems are touched upon all in a cohesive design
driven framework suitable for class or self study fundamentals of
digital logic with vhdl design 4th edition is intended for an
introductory course in digital logic design which is a basic course
in most electrical and computer engineering programs a
successful designer of digital logic circuits needs a good
understanding of basic concepts and a firm grasp of computer
aided design cad tools this textbook released under a creative
commons share alike cc by sa license is presented in its original
format with the adacemic content unchanged it was authored by
james feher and reviewed by colleagues and provided by the
university of georgia s global textbook project this lab manual
provides an introduction to digital logic starting with simple gates
and building up to state machines students should have a solid
understanding of algebra as well as a rudimentary understanding
of basic electricity including voltage current resistance
capacitance inductance and how they relate to direct current
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circuits an excellent introduction to the digital world in
engineering introduction to digital logic design explains the
simple concepts behind digital logic design from logic gates all
the way to the design of sequential machines over the course of
the eight chapters of the book students explore number systems
and codes simple logic states boolean algebra working with logic
equations and simplifying logic functions they also work with
arithmetic in binary systems common combinational logic
functions counters and sequential logic each chapter includes
practical problems that allow for immediate application of the
skills and concepts all material is based on extensive class testing
simple yet rigorous introduction to digital logic design helps first
semester students see the big picture in logic design and doesn t
overwhelm them with extraneous details the text is suitable for
first year engineering computer science and information science
courses rajiv kapadia earned his ph d at the university of
oklahoma dr kapadia is an associate professor of electrical and
computer engineering and technology at minnesota state
university mankato designed as a textbook for undergraduate
students in electrical engineering electronics computer science
and information technology this up to date well organized study
gives an exhaustive treatment of the basic principles of digital
electronics and logic design it aims at bridging the gap between
these two subjects the many years of teaching undergraduate
and postgraduate students of engineering that professor
somanathan nair has done is reflected in the in depth analysis
and student friendly approach of this book concepts are
illustrated with the help of a large number of diagrams so that
students can comprehend the subject with ease worked out
examples within the text illustrate the concepts discussed and
questions at the end of each chapter drill the students in self
study adapted from floyd s best selling digital fundamentals
widely recognized as the authority in digital electronics this book
also applies basic vhdl concepts to the description of logic circuits
it introduces digital logic concepts and functions in the same way
as the original book but with an emphasis on plds rather than
fixed function logic devices reflects the trend away from fixed
function logic devices with an emphasis on cplds and fpgas while
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offering coverage of fixed function logic for reference presents
vhdl as a tool for implementing the digital logic in programmable
logic devices offers complete up to date coverage from the basic
digital logic concepts to the latest in digital signal processing
emphasizes applications and troubleshooting provides digital
system applications in most chapters illustrating how basic logic
functions can be applied in real world situations many use vhdl to
implement a system provides many examples with related
problems includes ample illustrations throughout a solid
introduction to digital systems and programming in vhdl for
design engineers or software engineers market desc electrical
engineers logic designers in computer industry special features
provides extensive exercises for readers to work out while
studying a topic presents up to date approaches in logic design in
later chapters discusses the relationship between digital system
design and computer architecture about the book this is an
introductory level book on the principles of digital logic design
while providing coverage to the usual topics in combinational and
sequential circuit principles it also includes a chapter on the use
of the hardware description language abel in the design of circuits
using plds and a chapter on computer organization from one of
the best known and successful authors in the field comes this new
edition of digital logic and state machine design the text is
concise and practical and covers the important area of digital
system design specifically for undergraduates comer s primary
goal is to illustrate that sequential circuits can be designed using
state machine techniques these methods apply to sequential
circuit design as efficiently as boolean algebra and karnaugh
mapping methods apply to combinatorial design after presenting
the techniques comer proceeds directly into designing digital
systems this task consists of producing the schematic or block
diagram of the system based on nothing more than a given set of
specifications the design serves as the basis for the construction
of the actual hardware system in the new third edition comer
introduces state machines earlier than in previous editions and
adds entire chapters on programmable logic devices and
computer organization textbook this textbook is intended to serve
as a practical guide for the design of complex digital logic circuits
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such as digital control circuits network interface circuits pipelined
arithmetic units and risc microprocessors it is an advanced digital
logic design textbook that emphasizes the use of synthesizable
vhdl code and provides numerous fully worked out practical
design examples including a universal serial bus interface a
pipelined multiply accumulate unit and a pipelined
microprocessor for the arm thumb architecture for introductory
digital logic design or computer engineering courses in electrical
and computer engineering or computer science at the sophomore
or junior level many recent texts place instructors in the difficult
position of choosing between authoritative state of the art
coverage and an approach that is highly supportive of student
learning this carefully developed text was widely praised by
reviewers for both its great clarity and its rigor the book balances
theory and practice in depth without getting bogged down in
excessive technical or mathematical language and has abundant
coverage of current topics of interest such as programmable
devices computer aided design and testability an unusually large
number of illustrations examples and problems help students gain
a solid sense of how theory underlies practice this text is intended
for a first course in digital logic design at the sophomore or junior
level for electrical engineering computer engineering and
computer science programs as well as for a number of other
disciplines such as physics and mathematics the book can also be
used for self study or for review by practicing engineers and
computer scientists not intimately familiar with the subject after
completing this text the student should be prepared for a second
advanced course in digital design switching and automata theory
microprocessors or computer organization a carefully integrated
treatment for a one or two semester first course in computer
hardware at the sophomore junior level this text includes up to
date discussions of digital logic combined with an in depth look at
microprocessor programming and interface design an introduction
to hardware description languages is provided as a means of
describing more complex sequential circuits and as a transition to
microprocessors this textbook covers latest topics in the field of
digital logic design along with tools to design the digital logic
circuits it is designed for the undergraduate students pursuing
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courses in areas of engineering disciplines such as electrical and
electronics electronics and communication electronics and
instrumentation telecommunications and computer science and
engineering it is also useful as a text for mca m sc electronics and
m sc computer science students the contents of this book have
been organized in a systematic manner so as to inculcate sound
knowledge and concepts amongst its readers it covers basic
concepts in combinational and sequential circuit design such as
digital electronics digital signal processing number system data
and information representation and computer arithmetic besides
this advanced topics in digital logic design such as various types
of counter design register design alu design threshold circuit and
digital computer design are also discussed in the book key
features question bank containing numerous multiple choice
questions with their answers short answer questions long answer
questions and multiple choice questions at the end of each
chapter extensive use of graphs and diagrams for better
understanding of the subject updated to reflect the latest
advances in the field the sixth edition of fundamentals of digital
logic and microcontrollers further enhances its reputation as the
most accessible introduction to the basic principles and tools
required in the design of digital systems features updates and
revision to more than half of the material from the previous
edition offers an all encompassing focus on the areas of computer
design digital logic and digital systems unlike other texts in the
marketplace written with clear and concise explanations of
fundamental topics such as number system and boolean algebra
and simplified examples and tutorials utilizing the pic18f4321
microcontroller covers an enhanced version of both combinational
and sequential logic design basics of computer organization and
microcontrollers digital logic design is a comprehensive textbook
which aims to provide entrylevelreaders a quick start to the field
of digital logic design so as to facilitate themwith the capability
suitable for the versatility of social change and
interdisciplinarylearning this textbook can be used as a textbook
for classroom use in the fields ofelectronics electrical computer
science information engineering mechanical and soon the salient
features of this textbook are as follows 1 introduce incrementally
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the principles of digital logic design and exemplify eachbasic
theme and concept with abundant illustrations 2 detail design
principles of various combinational modules including decoders
encoders multiplexers demultiplexers arithmetic circuits and so
on 3 introduce design principles of various sequential modules
including counters registers shift registers sequence generators
etc 4 address the structures features and applications of pld fpga
devices 5 exemplify applications of cpld fpga devices with verilog
hdl modules 6 provide 20 basic and application experiments of
digital logic to help readers verifythe consistence of digital logic
between principles and practice 7 include an abundance of review
questions in each section to help readers evaluatetheir
understandings about the section 8 deal with verilog hdl concisely
in relevant sections so as to make the readerunderstand how to
describe a logic circuit in verilog hdl precisely digital logic design
is an ideal textbook for the digital logic design course in thefields
of electronics electrical computer science information engineering
mechanical etc or serves as a valuable reference book for self
study
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Digital Logic Design
2014-05-12

digital logic design second edition provides a basic understanding
of digital logic design with emphasis on the two alternative
methods of design available to the digital engineer this book
describes the digital design techniques which have become
increasingly important organized into 14 chapters this edition
begins with an overview of the essential laws of boolean algebra k
map plotting techniques as well as the simplification of boolean
functions this text then presents the properties and develops the
characteristic equations of a number of various types of flip flop
other chapters consider the design of synchronous and
asynchronous counters using either discrete flip flops or shift
registers this book discusses as well the design and
implementation of event driven logic circuits using the nand
sequential equation the final chapter deals with simple coding
techniques and the principles of error detection and correction
this book is a valuable resource for undergraduate students
digital engineers and scientists

Fundamentals of Digital Logic with
Verilog Design
2014

fundamentals of digital logic with vhdl design teaches the basic
design techniques for logic circuits the text ptovides a clear and
easily understandable discussion of logic circuit design without
the use of unnecessary formalism it emphasizes the synthesis of
circuits and explains how circuits are implemented in real chips
fundamental concepts are illustrated by using small examples
which are easy to understand then a modular approach is used to
show how larger circuits are designed vhdl is a complex language
so it is introduced gradually in the book each vhdl feature is
presented as it becomes pertinent for the circuits being discussed
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while it includes a discussion of vhdl the book provides thorough
coverage of the fundamental concepts of logic circuit design
independent of the use of vhdl and cad tools a cd rom containg all
of the vhdl design examples used in the book as well altera s
quartus ii cad software is included free with every text

EBOOK: Fundamentals of Digital Logic
2008-07-16

this textbook based on the authors fifteen years of teaching is a
complete teaching tool for turning students into logic designers in
one semester each chapter describes new concepts giving
extensive applications and examples assuming no prior
knowledge of discrete mathematics the authors introduce all
background in propositional logic asymptotics graphs hardware
and electronics important features of the presentation are all
material is presented in full detail every designed circuit is
formally specified and implemented the correctness of the
implementation is proved and the cost and delay are analyzed
algorithmic solutions are offered for logical simulation
computation of propagation delay and minimum clock period
connections are drawn from the physical analog world to the
digital abstraction the language of graphs is used to describe
formulas and circuits hundreds of figures examples and exercises
enhance understanding the extensive website eng tau ac il guy
even medina includes teaching slides links to logisim and a dlx
assembly simulator

Digital Logic Design
2012-10-08

fundamentals of digital logic with vhdl design teaches the basic
design techniques for logic circuits it emphasises the synthesis of
circuits and explains how circuits are implemented in real chips
fundamental concepts are illustrated by using small examples
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which are easy to understand

Fundamentals of Digital Logic with
VHDL Design
2008-04-11

the third edition of digital logic techniques provides a clear and
comprehensive treatment of the representation of data
operations on data combinational logic design sequential logic
computer architecture and practical digital circuits a wealth of
exercises and worked examples in each chapter give students
valuable experience in applying the concepts and techniques
discussed beginning with an objective comparison between
analogue and digital representation of data the author presents
the boolean algebra framework for digital electronics develops
combinational logic design from first principles and presents
cellular logic as an alternative structure more relevant than
canonical forms to vlsi implementation he then addresses
sequential logic design and develops a strategy for designing
finite state machines giving students a solid foundation for more
advanced studies in automata theory the second half of the book
focuses on the digital system as an entity here the author
examines the implementation of logic systems in programmable
hardware outlines the specification of a system explores
arithmetic processors and elucidates fault diagnosis the final
chapter examines the electrical properties of logic components
compares the different logic families and highlights the problems
that can arise in constructing practical hardware systems

Digital Logic Techniques
2017-11-22

digital logic
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Digital Logic
2019-09-11

fundamentals of digital logic with vhdl design teaches the basic
design techniques for logic circuits it emphasizes the synthesis of
circuits and explains how circuits are implemented in real chips
fundamental concepts are illustrated by using small examples
which are easy to understand then a modular approach is used to
show how larger circuits are designed vhdl is used to demonstrate
how the basic building blocks and larger systems are defined in a
hardware description language producing designs that can be
implemented with modern cad tools the book emphasizes the
concepts that should be covered in an introductory course on
logic design focusing on logic functions gates and rules of boolean
algebra circuit synthesis and optimization techniques number
representation and arithmetic circuits combinational circuit
building blocks such as multiplexers decoders encoders and code
converters sequential circuit building blocks such as flip flops
registers and counters design of synchronous sequential circuits
use of the basic building blocks in designing larger systems it also
includes chapters that deal with important but more advanced
topics design of asynchronous sequential circuits testing of logic
circuits for students who have had no exposure to basic
electronics but are interested in learning a few key concepts there
is a chapter that presents the most basic aspects of electronic
implementation of digital circuits major changes in the second
edition of the book include new examples to clarify the
presentation of fundamental concepts over 50 new examples of
solved problems provided at the end of chapters nand and nor
gates now introduced in chapter 2 more complete discussion of
techniques for minimization of logic functions in chapter 4
including the tabular method a new chapter explaining the cad
flow for synthesis of logic circuits altera s quartus ii cad software
provided on a cd rom three appendices that give tutorials on the
use of quartus ii software
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Fundamentals of Digital Logic with
VHDL Design
2005

fundamentals of digital logic with verilog design is intended for an
introductory course in digital logic design which is a basic course
in most electrical and computer engineering programs the
authors provide a desirable balance between classical and
modern design approaches basic concepts are introduced using
simple logic circuits which are designed by using both manual
techniques and modern cad tool based methods having
established the fundamental concepts more complex realistic
circuits are then designed with the cad tools the verilog language
is an integral part of design techniques used throughout the book
altera s advanced max plus ii cad systmem on cd rom and a
series of step by step tutorials are included

Digital Logic and Computer Design
1979

the book provides a bottom up approach to understanding how a
computer works and how to use computing to solve real world
problems it covers the basics of digital logic through the lens of
computer organization and programming the reader should be
able to design his or her own computer from the ground up at the
end of the book logic simulation with verilog is used throughout
assembly languages are introduced and discussed and the
fundamentals of computer architecture and embedded systems
are touched upon all in a cohesive design driven framework
suitable for class or self study

Fundamentals of Digital Logic with
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Verilog Design
2002

fundamentals of digital logic with vhdl design 4th edition is
intended for an introductory course in digital logic design which is
a basic course in most electrical and computer engineering
programs a successful designer of digital logic circuits needs a
good understanding of basic concepts and a firm grasp of
computer aided design cad tools

Digital Logic Design
1988

this textbook released under a creative commons share alike cc
by sa license is presented in its original format with the adacemic
content unchanged it was authored by james feher and reviewed
by colleagues and provided by the university of georgia s global
textbook project this lab manual provides an introduction to
digital logic starting with simple gates and building up to state
machines students should have a solid understanding of algebra
as well as a rudimentary understanding of basic electricity
including voltage current resistance capacitance inductance and
how they relate to direct current circuits

Fundamentals of Digital Logic with
Verilog Design
2004-11

an excellent introduction to the digital world in engineering
introduction to digital logic design explains the simple concepts
behind digital logic design from logic gates all the way to the
design of sequential machines over the course of the eight
chapters of the book students explore number systems and codes
simple logic states boolean algebra working with logic equations
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and simplifying logic functions they also work with arithmetic in
binary systems common combinational logic functions counters
and sequential logic each chapter includes practical problems that
allow for immediate application of the skills and concepts all
material is based on extensive class testing simple yet rigorous
introduction to digital logic design helps first semester students
see the big picture in logic design and doesn t overwhelm them
with extraneous details the text is suitable for first year
engineering computer science and information science courses
rajiv kapadia earned his ph d at the university of oklahoma dr
kapadia is an associate professor of electrical and computer
engineering and technology at minnesota state university
mankato

Digital Logic and Computer Design
1992

designed as a textbook for undergraduate students in electrical
engineering electronics computer science and information
technology this up to date well organized study gives an
exhaustive treatment of the basic principles of digital electronics
and logic design it aims at bridging the gap between these two
subjects the many years of teaching undergraduate and
postgraduate students of engineering that professor somanathan
nair has done is reflected in the in depth analysis and student
friendly approach of this book concepts are illustrated with the
help of a large number of diagrams so that students can
comprehend the subject with ease worked out examples within
the text illustrate the concepts discussed and questions at the
end of each chapter drill the students in self study

Digital Logic for Computing
2017-05-26

adapted from floyd s best selling digital fundamentals widely
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recognized as the authority in digital electronics this book also
applies basic vhdl concepts to the description of logic circuits it
introduces digital logic concepts and functions in the same way as
the original book but with an emphasis on plds rather than fixed
function logic devices reflects the trend away from fixed function
logic devices with an emphasis on cplds and fpgas while offering
coverage of fixed function logic for reference presents vhdl as a
tool for implementing the digital logic in programmable logic
devices offers complete up to date coverage from the basic digital
logic concepts to the latest in digital signal processing
emphasizes applications and troubleshooting provides digital
system applications in most chapters illustrating how basic logic
functions can be applied in real world situations many use vhdl to
implement a system provides many examples with related
problems includes ample illustrations throughout a solid
introduction to digital systems and programming in vhdl for
design engineers or software engineers

Fundamentals of Digital Logic with
VHDL Design
2023

market desc electrical engineers logic designers in computer
industry special features provides extensive exercises for readers
to work out while studying a topic presents up to date approaches
in logic design in later chapters discusses the relationship
between digital system design and computer architecture about
the book this is an introductory level book on the principles of
digital logic design while providing coverage to the usual topics in
combinational and sequential circuit principles it also includes a
chapter on the use of the hardware description language abel in
the design of circuits using plds and a chapter on computer
organization
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Digital Logic Design
1985

from one of the best known and successful authors in the field
comes this new edition of digital logic and state machine design
the text is concise and practical and covers the important area of
digital system design specifically for undergraduates comer s
primary goal is to illustrate that sequential circuits can be
designed using state machine techniques these methods apply to
sequential circuit design as efficiently as boolean algebra and
karnaugh mapping methods apply to combinatorial design after
presenting the techniques comer proceeds directly into designing
digital systems this task consists of producing the schematic or
block diagram of the system based on nothing more than a given
set of specifications the design serves as the basis for the
construction of the actual hardware system in the new third
edition comer introduces state machines earlier than in previous
editions and adds entire chapters on programmable logic devices
and computer organization

Introduction to Digital Logic
2014-09-10

textbook

Electrical and Computer Engineering
2015-06-19

this textbook is intended to serve as a practical guide for the
design of complex digital logic circuits such as digital control
circuits network interface circuits pipelined arithmetic units and
risc microprocessors it is an advanced digital logic design
textbook that emphasizes the use of synthesizable vhdl code and
provides numerous fully worked out practical design examples
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including a universal serial bus interface a pipelined multiply
accumulate unit and a pipelined microprocessor for the arm
thumb architecture

Digital Logic Techniques
1987

for introductory digital logic design or computer engineering
courses in electrical and computer engineering or computer
science at the sophomore or junior level many recent texts place
instructors in the difficult position of choosing between
authoritative state of the art coverage and an approach that is
highly supportive of student learning this carefully developed text
was widely praised by reviewers for both its great clarity and its
rigor the book balances theory and practice in depth without
getting bogged down in excessive technical or mathematical
language and has abundant coverage of current topics of interest
such as programmable devices computer aided design and
testability an unusually large number of illustrations examples
and problems help students gain a solid sense of how theory
underlies practice

DIGITAL ELECTRONICS AND LOGIC
DESIGN
2002-01-01

this text is intended for a first course in digital logic design at the
sophomore or junior level for electrical engineering computer
engineering and computer science programs as well as for a
number of other disciplines such as physics and mathematics the
book can also be used for self study or for review by practicing
engineers and computer scientists not intimately familiar with the
subject after completing this text the student should be prepared
for a second advanced course in digital design switching and
automata theory microprocessors or computer organization
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Digital Fundamentals with VHDL
2003

a carefully integrated treatment for a one or two semester first
course in computer hardware at the sophomore junior level this
text includes up to date discussions of digital logic combined with
an in depth look at microprocessor programming and interface
design an introduction to hardware description languages is
provided as a means of describing more complex sequential
circuits and as a transition to microprocessors

Handbook of Digital Techniques for
High-Speed Design
2007-09

this textbook covers latest topics in the field of digital logic design
along with tools to design the digital logic circuits it is designed
for the undergraduate students pursuing courses in areas of
engineering disciplines such as electrical and electronics
electronics and communication electronics and instrumentation
telecommunications and computer science and engineering it is
also useful as a text for mca m sc electronics and m sc computer
science students the contents of this book have been organized in
a systematic manner so as to inculcate sound knowledge and
concepts amongst its readers it covers basic concepts in
combinational and sequential circuit design such as digital
electronics digital signal processing number system data and
information representation and computer arithmetic besides this
advanced topics in digital logic design such as various types of
counter design register design alu design threshold circuit and
digital computer design are also discussed in the book key
features question bank containing numerous multiple choice
questions with their answers short answer questions long answer
questions and multiple choice questions at the end of each
chapter extensive use of graphs and diagrams for better
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understanding of the subject

Digital Logic Circuits (As Per Anna
University)
2007

updated to reflect the latest advances in the field the sixth edition
of fundamentals of digital logic and microcontrollers further
enhances its reputation as the most accessible introduction to the
basic principles and tools required in the design of digital systems
features updates and revision to more than half of the material
from the previous edition offers an all encompassing focus on the
areas of computer design digital logic and digital systems unlike
other texts in the marketplace written with clear and concise
explanations of fundamental topics such as number system and
boolean algebra and simplified examples and tutorials utilizing
the pic18f4321 microcontroller covers an enhanced version of
both combinational and sequential logic design basics of
computer organization and microcontrollers

Digital Logic Design Principles
2007-05

digital logic design is a comprehensive textbook which aims to
provide entrylevelreaders a quick start to the field of digital logic
design so as to facilitate themwith the capability suitable for the
versatility of social change and interdisciplinarylearning this
textbook can be used as a textbook for classroom use in the fields
ofelectronics electrical computer science information engineering
mechanical and soon the salient features of this textbook are as
follows 1 introduce incrementally the principles of digital logic
design and exemplify eachbasic theme and concept with
abundant illustrations 2 detail design principles of various
combinational modules including decoders encoders multiplexers
demultiplexers arithmetic circuits and so on 3 introduce design
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principles of various sequential modules including counters
registers shift registers sequence generators etc 4 address the
structures features and applications of pld fpga devices 5
exemplify applications of cpld fpga devices with verilog hdl
modules 6 provide 20 basic and application experiments of digital
logic to help readers verifythe consistence of digital logic between
principles and practice 7 include an abundance of review
questions in each section to help readers evaluatetheir
understandings about the section 8 deal with verilog hdl concisely
in relevant sections so as to make the readerunderstand how to
describe a logic circuit in verilog hdl precisely digital logic design
is an ideal textbook for the digital logic design course in thefields
of electronics electrical computer science information engineering
mechanical etc or serves as a valuable reference book for self
study

Digital Logic and State Machine Design
1990

An introduction to digital logic
1975

Introduction to Digital Logic Design
1993

Advanced Digital Logic Design
2006
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Digital Logic
1988-01-01

Digital Logic Circuit Analysis and
Design
1995

Foundations of Digital Logic Design
1998

Digital Logic and Microprocessors
1984

DIGITAL LOGIC DESIGN
2015-10-15

Handbook of Digital Logic ... with
Practical Applications
1985

Digital Logic Fundamentals
1977
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Introduction to Digital Logic
Techniques and Systems
1983

Fundamentals of Digital Logic and
Microcontrollers
2014-09-15

A Systematic Approach to Digital Logic
Design
1985

Digital Logic Design And Vhdl
2009-10-01

Digital Logic Design
2021-01-11
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